Review from Rootstime, Belgium
(Rough translation from Dutch to English via Google translate)
Jim Hoehn - SILHOUETTE OF A FOOL
The main professional activity of Jim Hoehn from Milwaukee in the U.S. state of
Wisconsin is his work as a sportswriter. He has for many years a popular, substantiated
with humor column written about raising children and everything will look when it
received.
But the fact that he could cope so well with the pen has also meant that he has started to
become proficient at writing lyrics. And because he is also a large dose of musical
inventiveness felt flowing through the veins, it was obvious that he was composing music
for his lyrics musically to dress.
That he was on the point where these songs to yourself to take a CD to market. Four fullcd ¹ s later it happened again now with the ten songs constituent Silhouette Of A Fool
album ³ ², the follow up to his album ³ ² Royalty Check Hotel from 2009.
The producer of this album is John Sieger, these specialists might know as co-founder of
the Education & B Cadets ¹, a rock and R & B combo that in the years ¹ 80 very popular
in Milwaukee area, and also Paul Cebar, Bob Jennings and John ¹ s brother Mike Sieger
in its ranks.
The songs on this new album of Jim Hoehn his short stories to music that lies somewhere
between country, folk and Americana positions. Vocals Jim Hoehn is no high flyer to
mention, but that he is very good with words can deal appears from the texts of these
songs, which contained a lot of humor.
Funny Bad Day At The Beach ³ ² ² ³ ³ Bongo Jesus 100-Year Brunch With Shirley
MacLaine ² while ³ ² Ripples and slot number Thundermen Nights ² ³ with more
seriousness brought. The best song in our state as ¹ Œhidden track back this last song: ³
That ¹ s What I Want ² is a Buddy Holly-like rock song that includes chorus and guitar
solo is presented.
Sometimes calls a comparison of his work on the songs of someone like Warren Zevon
and Jonathan Richman. Jim Hoehn will ² ³ Silhouette Of A Fool not too large pieces to
make this music, but it's a pretty nice album which will provide easy and pleasant
entertainment.
(Valsam)

